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"Berkeley Square," a three-act
comedy by J. L. Balderston will
be presented by the Clemson
Little Theatre at 8:30 p. m. December 18 and 19 in the College
Auditorium.
Chuck Chalker takes the leading role as Peter Standish, who
reverts back to the eighteenth
century, and by reading a diary
knows of forthcoming events.
A cast of thirteen others combine to make the play what ProThe Clemson College Concert Series will present the fessor R. E. 'Ware, director, calls
Robert Shaw Chorale in the Field House on January 12 at "the most outstanding play ever
to be presented by the ' Little
eight p. m. The group, which is composed of 42 voices and Theatre."

Robert Shaw

Robert Shaw Chorale To
Make Appearance Here

supplemented by a chamber music ensemble, is on its second nation-wide tour. The concert here will be the second
appearance of the chorale at Clemson.
Robert Lawson Shaw, who will
conduct the concert here was born
in Red Bluff, California. His sister, Hollace Shaw, is a coloratura
soprano currently appearing in
Broadway musicals and on the
radio.
Robert Shaw's first ambition,
following in his father's footsteps,
was to be a minister. He studied
theology at Pomona College,
Claremont, California. To earn his
way, he wrapped bread in a bakery, worked in the General Electric Steel mills, washed dishes,
waited on tables, corrected examination papers, and did occasional
preaching on the side. .
While Shaw was still an undergraduate the director of the Po^
mona' Glee Club took his sabbatical 'vacation. As a temporary

Dates Announced
For Teachers Exams
The 1951 National Teacher Examinations will be given at Clemson College on February 17, 1951.
These examinations are given
once yearly for those desiring to
meet certification requirements to
teach in the public schols of South
Carolina.
The examinations scheduled for
this date will include both the
common examinations and the optional examinations. The common examinations will begin at
8:30 a. Ih. on Saturday, February
17 and will end at 12:30 p. m.
These examinations are required
for teacher certification. The optional examinations will also be
given on February 17 between the
hours of 1:30 p. m. and 4:45 p. m.
There is no charge for firsttime teacher candidates to stand
one optional examination in addition to the common examination.
However, those who have previously taken the examination
will be requited to pay the regular fee.
The closing date for Clemson
student applications is December
20, 1950. Applications for the
examinations may be secured in
Room 107A Education Building.

Savannah Section Of
ASME Plans Social

1

Savannah section of the A. S.
M. E. is planning a social for all
Savannah students in that area
on Thursday, December 28, at
the Desoto Hotel in Savannah.
Engineering students from
Clemson, Florida, and Georgia
Tech are invited to be present.
As many students and faculty
KiemLers that can stop on their
way to the Orange Bowl are
Urged to attend.

Aiken, Augusta And
Edgefield CSwb Dance

measure Shaw was drafted to
lead the glee club. He was awarded an assistantship for the rest
of his stay in college.
In Shaw's junior year, Fred
Waring came West to make a
movie, "Varsity Show," which
was filmed on the Pomona Coir
lege campus. The college glee
club had a small bit in the film.
Waring was so impressed that he
told young Shaw if he ever came
to New York a job would be waiting for him.
In 1938 Shaw took Waring at
his word and assumed direction
of the Waring glee club, which
soon became an outstanding feature of the five-nights-weekly
Waring show.
Besides his radio work, Shaw
trained choruses for Billy Rose's
Aquacades in New York and San
Francisco, and also trained
choruses for Broadway shows,
"Carmen J o n e s", "Laughing
Room Only" and "The Seven
Lively Arts."
In November of 1941 he organized the Collegiate Chorale.
The Collegiate Chorale has sung
its own concerts at Cornegie Hall,
Town Hall and the New York
City Center. It has also appeared in choral works conducted by
Arturo Toscanini, Leopold Stokowski, Serge Koussevitzky and
other conductors.
Soon after the formation of the
Collegiate Chorale, Shaw branched out as an orchestral conductor.
In 1943 he was named Outstanding American-Born Conductor of
the* Year by the National Association of American Composers and
Conductors.
In 1944 Shaw was. guest conductor of the CBS Symphony.
Since that time he has conducted
the NBC Symphony, the ABC
Symphony, the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
Shaw's career was interrupted
in the spring of 1945 by service
in the Navy. He was sent to
Sampson Training Station, where
he was immediately put to work
organizing and training a chorus.
After a concert in Buffalo, Shaw
collapsed from a combination of
overwork, blood-poisoning, and
"cat-fever." He spent the rest
of His Navy career in the hospital.
Following his discharge from
the Navy, Shaw was appointed
choral director for the Berkshire
Music Center' at Tanglewood,
Massachusetts. In 1946 he was
appointed director of choral
activities at the Juilliard School
of Music.
In the summer of 1948 the
Robert Shaw Choral was chosen
by NBC as summer replacement
for the Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy show, the first time a
choral group had been chosen for
such a spot.

Plans To Be Closed
Leandrew Whitlaw, president
of the Aiken Augusta Edgefield
Club, announced Monday night
that tentative plans for the club
Christmas Dance would be drawn
to a close at the last meeting of
the club on December 18. This
meeting is to be held in the "5
C. A. in the club room number
one at 7 p. m.
It was decided that the dance
would be held at the Old Medical
Center in Augusta, Ga., on December 22 at 9 p. m. Music is to
be furnished by Buddy Proctor
and his orchestra.
Whitlaw also said that according to the college roll all eligible
members from the said counties
had not yet attended a single
meeting. Furthermore, he expressed that it was the extreme
desire of the club that these men
would be present at the last meeting, if they wished to attend the
dance, and give their support to
the club in order to provide for a
bigger and better dance.
Each member is scheduled to
pay $2.00 in addition to their
$1.00 dues fee to. finance the
dance. The paying of this money
entitles the members to receive
two bids, which will be given out
at the final meeting on December
18.
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Christmas holidays will begin
at twelve noon on Wednesday,
December 20 and will end at
ten p, m. on Wednesday, January 3.
Classes will be resumed on
Thursday, January 4.
All February graduates who
and gowns
and i:_
must do so besimas holidays.
i are being taken every
(per in the Blue
Key Room in the basement of
6th Barracks. Orders must be
and paid for before De19. Representatives of
the New York Life Insurance
Company who are handling the
cts for tl
A he there to talk, to the
February graduates.
L. C. Martin Drug Company
has requested that all June and
August graduates who wish to
order rings please do so as soon
as possible so that they may be
able to get the rings from the
jewelers by the time the candidates are eligible to wear them.
All non - barracks students
.who have not received a copy
of the 1950-51 Blue Key Directory may" pick ene up in the office at the YMCA.
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Cirls Gave Program At
Wesley Foundation
The program at the- regular
meeting of the Wesley Foundation
on Wednesday night, December
13, was presented by the town
girls who attend Mid-week ReThose participating on the
Christmas program were: Misses
June Henry, Jo Ann McNatt, Dorothy Ann Mixon, Burgess Williams, Carolyn Coxiey, and Joyce
Hyatt.

Erie Cocke, Pr., National Commander of the American Legion,
will be on the^Clemson campus
on Tuesday, December 19, at 2
p. m. The stop here will be one
of thirty in a statewide tour.
Cocke entered the military service while still a senior student
in the ROTC at the University of
Georgia. He was graduated from
the Command and General Staff
school at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and the Basic and Advanced
Officers Courses at Fort Benning, Georgia, where he served
with the 124th Demonstration
Regiment. He went overseas as
a rifle company commander, serv-^
ing in succession as a service
company commander, as battalion
executive officer, as battalion
commander, as assistant G-3 of
the 103 Division and on special
i with tne 'third Division.
For his gallantry in action with
Major General A. C. McAuliffe's
forces, Cocke, then a captain, was
awarded the Silver Star, the Purple Heart with three clusters,, the
Bronze Star with clusters, the
French Croix-de-Guerre, and was
recommended for the Distinguished Service Cross on the field of
battle. He also holds other decorations and. citations. Cocke returned from active military service with the rank of major.
Veterans and other students desiring to meet Mr. Cocke are advised to be in front of Tillman
Hall at 2:00 o'clock.

iiiiimi lappa Ipha
Danes
is
Gamma Kappa Alpha, the
North Carolina-Clemson Club,
will present its annual holiday
dance on December 28fh, in Charlotte, N. C. The formal dance
will be held at the Morris Field
Officer's Clab from 9 to 1 o'clok.
Music will be furnished by Walter Hagen and his orchestra of
Charlotte.
All students who are interested
in attending this dance may obtain tickets by seeing DickBoyd,
1-338, Regan Rowe, 2-215, or Ted
Thompson, 8-129.

Delta Sigma Nu
Holds Supper Meet
Delta Sigha Nu, local pre-medical club held its December meeting in the form of a supper meeting in the^ Purple Room of the
Clemson House on Tuesday night,
■December 2. Professor Frank
Burtner gave a few after dinner
remarks.
Professor Burtner and Dr. C.
W. Bolen are the faculty advisers
for the club.
The newly Initiated members
of the club attended this banquet
as their first social function with
the club. Those men who were
recently elected to membership
are: Tommy Cooper, Ralph Howard, John Graham, Joe Hollowell,
Forrest Heddon, Jack Major,
Gregg Thompson, and Jimmy
Quarles.
Officers of the club are: Jack
Padgett, president; Henry
Ehrardt, vice-president; and Pickens Moyd, secretary and treasurer.

Engineering Students
Go On Field Trip;
Attend Convention
Professor John Ford took a
group of students from the sanitary engineering class, option of
civil engineering, to the water
and sewage plant in Greenville
on Tuesday to study the design,
construction, and operation of
these plants.
Professor F. T. Tingley and
Professor H. B. Poe with a group
of students attended the A. I. E.
E. state convention in Columbia
Friday, December 8.
The students attending the convention were: W. H. Dixon, W.
D. Patterson, T. M. Hudgens, J. T.
Thompson, J. David, A. B. Killingsworth, F. A. McClure, and L.
M. McBride.

J. Cu****^

Leon Lowenstein, chairman of the board of M. Lowenstein and Sons,, Incorporated, on behalf of his company, on
December 7 presented Dr. R. F. Poole a check for the sum
of $25,000 as a contribution towards equipping the Clemson textile building with the most modern machinery.
Mr. Lowenstein, in his remarks to Dr. Poole, pointed
out the great change in the textile industry since his early
association with it. He pointed out that today most textile
executives are graduates of institutions of higher learning.
This was not the case in the early history of the textile industry.
Mr. Lowenstein stressed the
close relationship between the
Lowenstein organization and
Clemson. He noted that many of
the executives of the Lowenstein
plants are Clemson graduates.
He also commended Clemson
for its program stressing liberal
education at the same time as
furnishing technical skills.
In his remarks to Dr. Poole,
Mr. Lowenstein said, "Dr. Poole,
I take great pleasuife in presenting to you, on behalf of M. Lowenstein and Sons, Inc. and its affiliated companies, this check in
the sum of $25,000, to be used
towards equipping your new textile building at the Clemson Agricultural College with textile machinery so that you will have a
pilot textile plant at your institution. This plant, I understand,
will be the last word in modern
textile machinery. This should
rebound to the benefit of the
whole textile industry.
"We feel that our company is
literally a part of Clemson, being
neighbors of your institution, and
at the same time we like to feel
that you are likewise part of us.'
I hope that Clemson's program
will be carried through in its entirety along the lines which you
have stated are your aims.
Namely—to give to persons interested in the textile business a
broad base and, at tne same time,
supplying them with the technical knowledge which they will
need in their activities. I am
particularly impressed with the
fact that Clemson sets for itself
broad horizons and gives clear
recognition to the part that liberal
education plays in our civilization.
"I feel that Clemson has contributed a great deal not only to
the textile industry but to the
whole southern part of our country, and I feel that Clemson is entering into even broader vistas
and is taking its part in becoming
one of the leading institutions of
its kind in the United States.
"We convey our best wishes to
you in your current drive and
want to assure you that you have
our active cooperation and support."

Lignon Speaks On
Stocks At Meet
Economics Club
Mr. Ed C. Lignon spoke on
"Stocks and the Stock Market"
at a meeting sponsored by the
Clemson Economics Club on Tues?day night, December 5. The
meeting was held in the projection room of the Physics Building.
Mr. Lignon told of the possibilities of the future in the stock
market. He talked of the availability of stocks and .gave tips
on favorable stocks and commodities. He also described the
system of buying and selling
stocks.
Approximately sixty members
and visitors were present for the
meeting.
Officers of the Economics Club
are: Bill Laffoday, arts and sciences senior of Clemson, president;
V. O. Moore, agricultural econ
omics senior of Lake City, .vi^epresident; John Pittman, agricultural economics senior of Seneca,
secretary; and T. D. Wilson, agricultural economics senior of
Cades, treasurer. The faculty advisers for the club .are Hugh
Macauley and Dr. Chester Smith.

Clemson Mu Beta' Psi
Holds Christmas Party
Delta Chapter of Mu Beta Psi,
national honorary music fraternitl, will hold an Orange BowlChristmas patty on Friday, December 15 in the clubroom. The
main theme of the party is
Orange Bowl and the decorations
and refreshments will be in the
New Year's Day theme.
Also on the program will be
the singing of Christmas carols
as the celebration is also being
held in conjunction with the
Christmas holidays.
All active and honorary members are invited to*, the party,
which will begin at 8:00 p. m.

Clemson Garden Club Makes Tour Oi
Homes Featuring Christmas Decorations
The Clemson Garden Club held
its regular monthly meeting on
Monday, December 11. The meeting was in the form of a tour of
homes featuring Christmas decorations.
The first stop on the tour was
the home of Mrs. J. A. Berly,
where a table decoration was featured. The table was appointed
in green and white. The green
linen cloth was centered with
a boxwood wreath, white carnations and lighted candles. At
each end of the table tall tapers
set in evergreen stars shed a glow
over the silver stars that encircled
the wreath.
The second home visited was
that of Mrs. G. H. Collings, where
a door decoration was shown. The
door was lined with > helmlock.
The decoration featured the many
different phases of Christmas.
At the top of the door Christmas
cards were used. A small sleigh
with Santa Claus and reindeer
was filled with minature gifts
and rested on a ledge of cotton.
The home of Mrs. L. W. Milford was the next stop on the
tour. Here a mantel decoration
was featured. The center of the
decoration was a figurine of the
Madonna and Child, which cast a
reflection in the mirror over the
mantel. At each end of the mantel candles were used. Gilded
barberry leaves and deodara burrs
were placed in front of the candles.
Mrs. J. K. Goode's home was
visited next. Here another door
decoration was shown. The door
featured a large lighted Santa
Claus head with an evergreen
spray surrounding it. Two red
lights were used on each side of
the door.
When the tour was completed,
the members of the club gathered
at the home of Mrs. R. K. Eaton

and Mrs. H. L. Hunter for refreshments in keeping with the. Christmas season. The front door was
decorated with silver and' red.
The dining table was covered
with a red' cloth with silvered
leaves. The table was centered
with a candelabra in the shape of
a Christmas tree. In the Jiving
room small trees were used as a
mantle decoration. Silvered ivy
leaves were also used on the mantle.

Calvert Is Named
Cadet Of Week
Cadet Captain Jackie W. Calvert, textile manufacturing junior
of Spartanburg, was selected
Cadet of the Week by the Commandant's staff.
Calvert gives much of his time
to his duties on the drill field,
and devotes nearly all of his spare
time to football.
Calvert is a Distinguished Military Student. He is the second
Spartanburg man to be honored
by being selected as Cadet of the
Week.
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Writer Bemoans No Movies; Where
Is Honor? Alabama, We Dare You
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By "Doc" Baker
NO MOVIES
In the fall of 1947 when Ipoay was organized, a plan was promulgated by which members would see football reels of games played away from home. Last year the students
enjoyed these movies frequently. This year,
the students haven't heard word one over
the "dog" box concerning an IPOAY show.
We know the organization has been busy
planning Company socials and open houses
for their membership drive. In addition,
we know that the regular football season
has ended. We further know that the students want to see some of those outstanding
games they've read about in the local newspapers.
You fellows in charge of running this organization, get off of it and let's have some
of those movies. Your laziness is a bad deflection on your leadership.
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HONOR? WHERE IS IT?
At the beginning of this semester, a lot
of scuttlebutt went around concerning a
proposed honor system for Clemson. The
rumor further stated something about
cards which prospective members would
display on their desks during quizzes and
examinations.

A Word From The Wise:
"He is twice conqueror who. conquers himself in the
moment of victory."
x
Ptiblius Syrus

Christmas 1950

HAPPY N
Talk of the Town
i

The nineteen-hundred-fiftieth anniversary of the birth
of Jesus of Galilee is not without a certain significance.
The Son of Man entered a world torn by strife and hatred
and prejudice. When He left it some thirty years later,
the world was still in a turmoil, but with one important
change. There was for man a new hope; the way was open
and lighted for a new way of life.
Today, the world still fumbles and gropes for something concrete on which to lean. After nineteen and a half
centuries, it has not yet learned the lesson of "one God and
Fa:'"- of us all." Still the people of the earth refuse to
recognize their fellows as brothers in a common family.
The torch which lighted the way has grown dim. The
road is hard and steep. Those who travel the way are too
few to re-kindle the light of life.
What will be man's fate? Is he to lose through his
carelessness ibat which made his life better than that of th<j
beasts? He may see in time that he is losing tb-*. very essence of life; he may yet be able to save himself.
But if in hundreds of years he has not been able to
face himself and his Master, can we hope that he will do so
now? Perhaps he is past saving himself.
Perhaps only a second Birth can show us where our
error lies.

Wartime Yule

Columnist Discusses Dirty Fountains;
Lack Of Courtesy; Merry Christmas
By Grady Daniel
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE AND
OH THE FOUNT DID STINK!"
Seeing that the joyous Noel season is now
approaching, I think it only fitting that we
deal with the unpleasant first. It is rather
unpleasant too when you are dying of thirst
—your tongue is dragging the ground, so to
speak, from your long-journeys across the
campus, from class to class—going up stairs
and down stairs—climbing one hill only to
see another in the distance—and suddenly,
if you are like I am and have classes on the
third floor of the Physics Building, you espy
a gurgling water fount in the near vicinity
just bubbling forth with life-giving H20. You
glumly approach this fount, stumbling as
you go and as you bend your face over the
"pause that refreshes" only to stagger back
in horror. "Water coming out of an enameled spitune—preposterous," you exclaim as
you pick yourself up off the floor.
Nevertheless you pick yourself up off the
floor anyway and decide to make a counterattack and get some water. This time you
study the condition of the fountain more
carefully. All around the inside you see a
nicotene yellow stain or film that is usually
found in
, I won't say that, when
they haven't been cleaned over a long period of time or Sani-Flush hasn't been used.
You can probably imagine how much a person would enjoy his long wanted drink of
water if he had to go through this ordealto
get it. Still, I have seen some who are brave
enough to drink from these fountains regardless.

Once again, our country approaches the Christmas
season while engaged in a foreign war.
It is enough to give us pause that we seem always to
be fighting the Wars that others begin. Yet that in itself
is gratifying to those of us who treasure our tradition of
non-intervention.
At that, we have among us men who question the wisdom of attempting to save the relatively far-off land of
Korea for the cause of democracy. They say that it is no
affair of ours, that we should withdraw from the conflict
immediately. Moreover, they say we are fighting a hopeless battle.
Let these men wake up. In these days of modern warDon't get me wrong now, these condifare, the whole world is in our back yard, and much of it is
tions not only prevail in the Physics
hostile to our way of life. Isolationism was possible if
Building but in a few other buildings on
not practical in James Monroe's time, but we have no use
the campus, also.
WhyTI'm sure I
couldn't tell you, bu{ I do know there's
for it today.
no telling what kind of disease a body
We believe we have something pretty unique in the
could get.
United States. If it is worth anything, it is worth fighting
for. Yes, Americans are dying in the Orient, but no great
We have a few antique buildings on the
good was ever attained without some sacrifice.
campus which have been here ever since the
founding of the college and we're proud of
them. I just wonder if the fountains have
been here as long as the buildings have—
they certainly look it. We're certainly not
proud of them. It seems to be that whoever is responsible for these conditions would
It is fitting that the TIGER staff pause at this time to take a little "Sani-Flush" or "Old Dutch
Cleanser" or something, and scour them out.
wish all our friends the merriest Christmas ever.
Remember,
it has been said that '"cleanliness
First of all to Dr. Poole and the administration of the
is
next
lo
Godliness," and probably good
college we wish to extend the best wishes of the season.
health,
too.
Their kind assistance and helpful comment have been inval-

And To All, Good Night

uable to the TIGER in its work this year.
To the faculty go our greetings and thanks for the guidance they are giving us.
For the campus residents we wish a Merry Christmas
and many New Years of happiness.
And to the student body, our best friends and severest
critics, goes our sincere wish that they may have a joyful
holiday of good cheer, and that their enthusiasm may inspire
the Tiger team to victory in the Orange Bowl on New Year's
Day.

THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
This just comes as a reminder of what,
Christmas really is. Many people in their
mirth and enjoyment around Christmas
time tend / to forget the true meaning of
Christmas. First it is a holiday that only
comes once a year—this is Christmas to
many people, but it is not Christmas in its
genuine form.

Yes, Christmas is the giving of gifts.
It is the singing of Christmas carols. It
is the joyful expression on Dad and
Mom's faces as they open their gifts
around the Christmas tree, while Christmas music from the radio embalms the
air with a spiritual thankfulness. It
is the ring of sincerity in people's voices
when they say "Merry Christmas." It's
the warmth that swells your heart and
soul when you hear a choir sing their
spirited contain. It's the pleasure of being around the Christmas dinner table
with the family. Above all, it should be
the gratitude of life itself.

I haven't heard anymore about the system. Furthermore, I haven't seen the first
card, much less a barrage of them. The idea
had a merit. The school certainly needed
some steps taken. Who was behind this
movement that has apparently died out? Do
they expect it to advance and materialize
without backing and constant pushing?
Whatever the causes may be, it is a failure
to quit in the middle of the causeway; it is
honorable to lose in defeat.

REPRESENTATION ?
From the comments I wrote about last
week regarding Clemson's playing in the
Orange Bowl, it can be added that although
we're unheard of, a famous Clemson trganization will lead the biggest of the big parades in Miami.
Of course it's a shame and a disgrace the
mighty band from Alabama University didn't
receive the honor. Everyone at Clemson is
sorry the small group of retrogressive Floridians will have to suffer misery at the beginning of the parade by looking.
A school such as Clemson, with no prestige, unheard of, playing no team of importance and out of place to be in the Orange
Bowl. It must be another miracle that puts
these Clemson cadets in front of the parade.
I .want to add, it isn't a miracle, none of
Clemson's participation in the affair is a
miracle. (Unless it's the fact they didn't
receive less tickets).
Furthermore, when
the Senior Platoon strut its stuff while leading the parade, you jealous individuals take
note that it is the BEST fancy drill piatoe**
in the nation, barring none.
Now, take your moth-eaten presligi
and turn out a platoon that will betle*
them. The students at Clemson and I,
myself, DARE YOU.
CLEMSON MEN FIRST
A few individuals have complained to me
that my column was nothing .more than an
outlet for damaging gripes. To those individuals with the trampled toes, I will attempt to clarify some of the comments.

One of the prime purposes is to bring
BARBER SHOP MENACE
into the limelight those conditions and
If there ever was something Clemson stufacilities which are detrimental to the
dents were fortunate in having, it's the
morale and general well-being of the
economical hair cuts they buy here. The
students and school. Then, too, it tries
highest prevailing prices are only fifty cents,
to praise ihose acts which constitute
cheaper elsewhere.
beneficial material. Lastily, it will go
In view of the fact that the cadets can't
to bat, so to speak, against any outside
grow Be-Bopish ducktails, the extra savinfliction of a degrading or harmful
ings come in handy to visit the theaters or
nature.
pop the cover on a suds down the road.
In speaking of Clemson .men, I can not
However, I have noticed one very untidy insay
too much in the way of lauding them for
cident taking place in the local barbershops.
I have never seen one of the barbers wash what they are. Of course, no one is perfect.
his hands after finishing with a customer. Any individual can stand improvement in
Likewise, I've never seen one of the steriliz- some way. Nevertheless, when it comes to
ers used for more than a letter file or a gen- those qualities which create men, you'll find
them prevailing among our students.
You and I have a lot to be thankful for. eral catch-all.
They may raise the roof among themSome are not as fortunate as we are. Some
Perhaps the low prices prevent such
selves,
they may appear discontented, and
Will sit down at the dinner table on Christpractices. Nevertheless, I'm not alone
they
may
seem unconcerned; however, when
mas Day with just a . scanty table. Many
by being extremely cautious about pubthe
going
gets rough, I'll stake my bottom
mothers' sons will spend Christmas Day in
lic facilities. I, for one, would rather
dollar
on
them
to come through.
a foxhole in icy weather in Korea—yes,
pay an extra nickel to be sheared, if the
there will be empty places at some of the dinIt may be exemplified by the synonym
barber were more aseptic in his techniner tables over the country. Still, there will
..-.given them, CLEMSON MEN
que.
be other families that won't be able to
know the joys of giving because they can't
afford it.
As I said before, we have a lot to be thankful for. Sometimes in the midst of your
By Johnny Nowell
troubles, just take time out and weigh your
Wisdom—Knowing what to do. He told her of his ardent love,
Being as how this is our last
troubles against your blessings. Two to
Skill—Knowing how to do it. The color left her cheeks;
paper of this year, I would like
one the blessings would outweigh the trou- to take this chance to wish each
But on the collar of his coat
Virtue—Not doing it.
bles.
Yale Record It lingered on for weeks.
of you a Merry Christmas and a

tfa%& *yln<HH Oi&en, @alleye l^ayt

very Happy New Year. Before
you labor through the rest of
Women and money are both
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
this column, Ijleave with you this alike. If you don't keep them
thought, "It is remarkable how
Well, troops, by the time this paper comes many doubtful meanings an al- both busy they lose interest.
off the press it'll only be six more days be- leged pure-minded person can. They lay side by side on the
couch
fore the holidays. I know each and every find in an entirely respectable
joke.
Both were deathly white.
one of you are planning on a big Christmas,
This can't be censored
possibly a bigger one than ever because of Remember,' your girl still en'cause . . .
the Orange Bowl. It seems that when I joys candy and flowers. Let her They were two pillows.
Gamecock
know that you remember—speak
start to write something of this nature that of them occasionally.
I can't express what I want to the way I
New Chorus Girl—"Look at the
Yale Record
men watching our step."
want to. Nevertheless, may I wish each
Old Timer—"If you want to
A shoulder strap is responsiand every one of you "A VERY MERRY ble for keeping an attraction climb to success, you'll have to
CHRISTMAS!!!!!"
get used to the stares."
from being a sensation.

Kissing the doorman's daughter,
Was once my favorite hobby;
Till her old man caught me
And kicked me in the lobby.
Kernel
The baby ear of corn asked its
mother, "Where did I come from?"
The mother replied, "The talk
brought you, dear."
Signal
that Leg (The Tongue) McMillan had better take a course in
Marriage and Family before he
(Les) starts handing out rings
for Christmas.

"QUOTABLE QUOTES"
By some strange process the following
found its way into my hands. It was typed
on a piece of copy paper and was entitled,
"Are You a Country Gentleman?" I think
that it concerns all of us and that it deserves
our consideration.
"A lowly freshman was enjoying a
Clemson Hi basketball game recently
when, unknowingly, he dropped his cap
and mack' under the stands. What
would you have done if you had been sitting behinm him? (HEY, RAT! YER
DROPPED YER MACK!)
A Clemson Hi basketball player seated at least ten seats away squeezed
down under the stands and handed the
freshman his hat and coat before he
missed them. The freshman took them
without a word of gratitude or even a
nod of the head. WHAT WOULD YOU
HAVE DONE?"

Willie in the cauldron fell;
See the grief on Mother's brow!
Mother loved her darling well;
Darling's quite hard-boiled by
now.

-OSCAR SAY8-OSCAR SAYS-

that that also goes for Betty Jo
and Moss.
OSCAR SAYS—

that D. C. (B. K.) Shirley
learned military courtesy the
hard way.
-OSCAR SAYS

that Stan (the Sex Appeal Kid)
Converse must have I drawn his
walking papers at Converse (College, that is). He (Oscar) hears
that he (Stan) is trying his appeal at Limestone now.

that maybe Tommy should get
a few lessons from "Used-Tothat Jack Cribb has been flush- Was" McMahan. He (McMahan)
ed and he (Oscar) is very sorry. never has to leave in a hurry.
OSCAR SAYS
But it happens to quite a few of
that Bobby (88) Hawkins had
them, doesn't it, "Took"?
better go back to jackstones and
-OSCAR 3AYSthat Head (The Snow King) leave the cards to Jake Clanton
Hunter is way out of his league. or he (Bobby) won't have an 88.
-OSCAR SAYS—

OS^AR SAYS
that he (Head) should leave
that John Blackwell was really things like that to more formidhurt to go to the Follies last able men like "Mighty" Joe
weekend. He (Oscar) thinks that Young.
that "blonde" has more on her
-OSCAR SAYSmind than Blackwell.
that the only way some people
can keep their slates clean by
-OSCAR SAYSthat Miami will see some of the not meeting any inspections is to
cheapest hell-raising ever when get a ticket and have to go to
the- troops stagger, stumble, and court. What about it, "Kernel"
Rice?
fall in there come New Year's.

-OSCAR SAYS-

that Harry Mac has drowned
his welcome at practically every
girl's school in the state. He (Oscar) wonders what his next blunder will be.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Tommy (Blue Key) Man
left Seneca so fast the other nig!
he (Tommy) almost forgot to sto
at Clemson. Was it a doubl'
baxreL Tom?

>\
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Expansion MARS

!y Gates

Beaux Arts Winners Announces
Winners of this year's architectural design contest, sponsored by
the Beaux Arts Institute of Design, were announced this week
by Professor J. H. Gates, head of
the Architecture department.
In competition with students
from all of the nation's major
shools, Clemson men receive
seven ratings from nine drawings
submitted.
R. A. McGinty was high man
for the school by virtue of receiving First Mention in the Class
"C" entries. C. T. Asbelle, H. O.
Eubanks and J. W. Hiller received
Mention in this class.
In Class "B" competition, Jack
Cox, Hary Demosthenes, and Vernon Smith received Mention.

Clemson Men Attend
Meet At Richmond
Attending the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools' fifty-fifth annual
meeting from Clemson were Dr.
■ft. F. Poole, Dr. F. M. Kinard
and Mr. G. E. Metz| The meeting was held in the John Marshall Hotel, Richmond, Virginia,
December 3-7, 1950.
The theme of the meeting was,
"Education at the Mid-Century
in a Period of World Crisis."
Dr. Poole is a former president
of the association.
Mr. Metz was chairman of the
panel discussion on "Policies and
Procedures in College Admissions," at the meeting of the
Southern Association of Collegiate
Registrars.
Dr. F. M. Kinard was on the
panel discussion of "How Can
the Work of State Institutions of
Higher Learning Be Coordinated?".

Clemson Graduate Is
Stationed In Japan
Captain Ernest C. Butler of
Richmond, Virginia, has been assigned to the Quartermaster Section of the Japan Logistical Command, with headquarters in Yokohama. Prior to his present assignment, he served in a similar
capacity with Headquarters,
Eighth Army. He arrived in the
Far East Command in September, 1949 after duty at Fort Lee,
Virginia.
The Japan Logistical Command,
whose mission includes the logistical support of the troops in
Korea and the occupation forces
•in Japan (Army, Navy and Air
Force), is commanded by Maj.
Gen. Walter L. Weible.
During World War II, Captain
Butler was Assistant Quartermaster of the First Armored Division in the Europe-Africa-Middle East Theater of Operations.
His family, consisting of his wife,
Mrs. Rosalie T. Butler, and their
young daughter, Carolyn Toni,
are residing in Richmond, Va.
Captain Butler is a graduate of
Clemson College, with a bachekir
of science degree.

ELITE CAFE
Home of Fine
Foods
125 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Permits Civilian
Participation

Tiger Fans Must
Get Orange Bowl

7*

Civilians are now being permitted in the Military Amateur
Radio System, the Department of
the Army has announced. Activated in November, 1948, to pro- Dear Tom,
As President of the Furman
vide a complete radio network
throughout the continental U. S., University Band I regret very
MARS is available to military much not being able to write you
commanders, Red Cross represen- a letter of thanks for your courtatives or other authorities who tesy and consideration toward
may be^ charged with emergency your visitors from Furman.
responsibilities.
I am not familiar with your
If activities and reserves of
the Army are mobilized in an method of handling the half-time
emergency, the authorization for program and it would be out of
civilian membership insures the order to reprove you for not
continued use of MAS as a back- sharing it with the visiting band;
up communication system. The however, at Furman we make
:4 i announcement made it clear, how- every effort to get the visiting
ever, that a MARS membership band to come with their team and
take part in our half-time prodoes not affect draft statutes. •
In oredr to qualify for MARS gram. This year through our efmebership, civilian members must forts we have succeeded in getbe 21 years of age or older; pos- ting the Carolina, Citadel, and
sess a valid Federal Communica- Wofford Bands to accompany
tions Commission amateur radio their teams. To show the bands
station license, and must agree to that.-we were really sincere in
operate their stations in accord- wanting them to come, we arance with rules and regulations ranged, with the financial assistprescribed for the MARS by the ance of the student body, a party
Army. Only amateurs with per- in our band room after the game,
Left to right, front row: K. Y. Smith, R. A. McGinty, J. M. Gox; second row, left to right: J. W.
sonally owned stations in opera- refreshments were served, short
Hiller, H. O. Eubanks, C. T. Asbelle.
tion at time of application for talks given, ideas exchanged and
membership can be considered. in general a real spirit of friendNo radio equipment can be fur- liness prevailed, where everyone
nished civilian amateurs under became personally acquainted
with each other, making it posexisting law.
MARS stations are assigned sible to have better understandmilitary call signs and operate on ing and cooperation between the
military frequencies allocated to different schools and bands.
The.Furman band and student
At a meeting of the Atlanta eral Eisenhower at the National the system. Bulletins and a manbody
has in the past and I am
ual
of
operating
procedures
are
Press
Club
in
Washington,
NoClemson Alumni Club held Desure will in the future continue
issued to all members free.
cember 8 in Atlanta, Wright vember 18, 1947.
The Department of the Army to make the Clemson Band welThe Clemson alumni attending
Bryan, class of 1926, was elected the meeting discussed pro and plans expansion of MARS to:
come at Furman and to take part
new president of the Atlanta con the present Orange Bowl
provide an' instantly mobilized in the half-time program. I cerCaptain Malcomb Brodie Edens Clemson Alumni Club to serve ticket situation. Clemson was and highly flexible radio 'com- tainly hope that time will never
has been reported missing in for the coming year. George Way, only allotted 7,500 tickets and re- munication service for -use by prevent the Furman Band from
action in Korea by the War De- class 1936, was elected vice pres- quests have far exceeded the military and civil defense author- saluting a visiting team.
Sincerely yours,
partment. In a letter to Captain ident,, and Will L. Kinard, class number of tickets that will be ities on a local of community baLoy E. Wagner, President
1944, secretary and treasurer.
available
for
students,
faculty
and
sis;
Eden's parents, the War DepartFurman University Band
Mr. Bryan was born in
At- supporting alumni. The Atlanta'
provide information and techment stated that Edens was on lanta at 402 Peachtree Street. His Chapter went on record to ac- nical advice in fields of radio
duty as Air Control Officer when boyhood and young manhood cept any proposed plan of distri- and electronic communications;
plan, organize and operate cohis position near the Manchurian was spent in Clemson, South Car- bution of tickets that was sugMcLees Bros.,
border was overcome by the en- olina, where his father, Mr. A. gested by Clemson Athletic As- ordinated and directed emergency
Jewelers
B. Bryan, who still lives in Clem- sociation. It is definite that all communication activities in conemy troops.
son, was editor of the extension Clemson alumni will not be able nection with the civil defense
>
Towle,
Reed and Barton
Captain Eden's wife is the for- publication of Clemson College
Sterling.
to get tickets to the Orange Bowl program;
mer Miss Louise Dawkins of until his recent retirement.
establish provisions for an in- Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
game.
Sumter. She and her two small
After graduation from Clemson ' "Uncle Jake" Woodward Clem- tegrated radio system whereby ANDERSON
SENECA
daughters are in the Philippine
in 1926, Mr. Bryan attended the son Alumni secretary, and Gene the various commands within the
Islands.
School of Journalism of the Uni- Willimon, head
of
Clemson civil defense framework will funcEdens graduated from Pickens
versity of Missouri. He began his Iptay, were down from the col- tion under -coordinated policies,
High School and graduated from
newspaper career in the sum- lege. There was considerable dis- procedures and training methods
Clemson in 1947. He majored in
mer
of 1924 as a member of the cussion in regards to the new while, at the same time, permitdairying. He served as a pilot
staff of the Greenville S. C, Clemson House.
ting1 each to retain its separate
during World War II.
Piedmont, where he held the poA film of the Clemson - Wake identity;
sition of reporter and sports Forest game was* enjoyed by th
provide training facilities and
Dr. Smith Is Speaker editor in 1924 and 1926.
Clemson Tigers. Spirit was very inducements for individuals inHe is a member of the Sigma high among the "Tigers", in sup- terested in radio communication
Delta Chi journalistic fraternity, port of the "Country Gentlemen" and other electronic fileds to afFor Methodist Feast
the Atlanta Rotary Club, the First that will be playing Miami on filiate themselves with the MARS
Neadly two hundred married Methodist Church, the Piedmont New Years Day.
program.
students and their wives will at- Driving Club, the Capital City
Qualified radio amateurs who
tend the annual Christmas Ban- Club and the Nine O'clocks. He HEART BREAKER
are interested in knowing more
quet at the Clemson Methodist is also a director and vice-presiMIAMI, Dec. 14 — Probably about the MARS and how they
Church, Friday night, December dent of the American Society W the most heartbreaking play in all can become members are asked
15, at 8:00 o'clock. Doctor J. O. Newspaper Editors, and is chair- 16 Orange Bowl classics was in to see Capt. J. B. Williamson.
Smith, pastor of Central Method- man of the Atlanta . Chapter of 1948. . Lynn McNutt of Kansas
ist Church in Spartanburg and the American Red Cross.
fumbled on the' two-foot line in
HOLIDAY THEME
a former pastor of the Clemson
MIAMI, Dec. 14—"American
He was one of -9 war corres- the last two minutes of play with
Methodist Church, will be the pondents awarded the Medal of a certain tie—and possible vic- Holidays" is the theme for the
principal speaker.
Freedom for service during lib- tory over Georgia Tech—in Kan- 17th annual Orange Bowl FestiDan Marrett of Anderson will eration of Western Europe. The sas' grip. Final score: Georgia val's King Orange Jamboree palead in group singing and present presentation was made by Gen- Tech, 20; Kansas 14.
rade here Dec. 30.
several numbers of his own.
Committee chairmen who are
assisting in the work of preparation for the banquet include: food,
Mrs. J. W. Moore; program,
Maxie Burch; tickets, Bill McMillan; dishes, Mrs. R. G. Wilson;
Start Hinting Now For Your
tables, Al Blessing; clean-up, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Clapp, and decorating, Mr. and Mrs. Wade Dodgeh.
All couples- who have bought
tickets are urged to be present.

Wright Bryan Is Electe<
Of Atlanta - Clemson A

B Cl

List Edens Among
Missing In Korea

dren at all Orange Bowl Festiva'
events.
Mail orders must be aceom
panie by $1 to cover cost oi
mailing and registration.

Both the parade and firewor]
spectacle were sold out in ad
vance for the first time last year
MIAMI, Dec. 7—Clemson Col- At the rate tickets are sellihg, e
lege football fans who'll follow repetition is expected this year.
their Tigers here for their Orange
Bowl clash with Miami's Hurri- NEW MIAMI BOOM
MIAMI, Dec. 14—Fireworks o,
canes New Year's Day must get
their tickets from Clemson's allot- a scale seldom -atempted anyment, it was explained today.
where are promised for the closAlumni and others were advised ing night of the 17th annual
to contact the Clemson Athletic
Orange Bowl Festival Jan. "2.
Department; not the Orange Bowl
The pyrotechnic display follows
Committee.
Tickets for the 17th annual repeat performances of the New
Orange Bowl grid classic are Year's Eve King Orange Jamboree
scaled at $3.68 in the end zones parade and the half-time extravaganza of the New Year's Day
and $6.13 for choicer seats.
grid classic.
Reservations for other Orange
Bowl Festival events, however,
can be made by mail through
the Orange Bowl Box Office,
The Country Mouse
615 S. W. Second Ave., Miami
36, Fla.
Gift Shop
Most of the reserved box seats
on Biscayne Blvd., for the King
Orange Jamboree parade the evening of Dec. 30 have been sold,
but plenty of grandstand seats
still are available. Grandstand
seats sell for .$1.54; box seats,
$2.56.
Perhaps the best bargain bill
of the Orange Bowl Festivals is
the "Fourth of July in January"
fireworks spectacle the night of
Jan. 2 in the Orange Bowl stadium. At this event, the halftime extravaganza of the Orange
Bowl game and the parade are
reenacted prior to a sensational
pyrotechnic pageant. All seats
are resevred at 50 cents, 75 cents,
$1. and $1.50.
Tickets are required for chil-

In the Clemson House
Let us help you with that
all important
GIFT
Evening Bags — Compacts
Costume Jewelry
and
other things from which to
select.
Gift Wrapping Free

STEWART MERRITT CO.
Two Stores for Your Convenience
26 S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands
Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet ShoesMichaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 9.. .THE teh Sh.

Arrow Gifts

NO RAIN YET
MIAMI, Dec. 14—Football fans
look forward to another dry
Orange Bowl game New Year's
Day between Clemson College
and the University of Miami. The
grid classic's never been rained
out in 16 years.

Sporting Goods

Best Choice ... To Get... To Give!

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

"For a while they had me swamped!"

JARMAN SHOE DEPT.
—Located in—

Oeems like this confused fowl got mixed in a metaphor

QUALITY MEN'S SHOP

and was almost turned into a guinea pig. The story goes she

5 South Main Street—Greenville, S. C.

got caught in a welter of quick-trick cigarette tests... one
BLACK SHORTIE BOOTS—MILITARY STYLE

puff of this brand, then a puff of that... a sniff, a whiff — a fast
For giving or getting ... no finer choice
than Arrows. Arrow shirts ... in a wide
selection of popular collar styles. Sports
shirts . . . tailored to perfection, really
comfortable. Handkerchiefs, BIG as you
like 'em . . . and wrinkle-resistant ties
that knot and drape like a dream! See
your Arrow dealer . .. now!

TWIN OAKS DRIVE-IN
AND STEAK HOUSE
Open 7 a. m. to 12 Midnight

Greenville Highway

Shirts $3.65 up
Ties $1.00 up

"Tigertown's Finest"
Phone 6397
"CHOICE FOO DS"
Regular Dinners
Short Orders
All Kinds Sandwiches
Curh Service

Sports Shirts $3.95 up
Handkerchiefs 35$ up

j

inhale and exhale. And then she was supposed to know all about
cigarette mildness! Is that the way to treat a lady?
And is that the way to judge a cigarette?
We think not. That's why we suggest:
The sensible test — The 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke —
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap
judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and
only Camels — for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for
Throat, T for Taste) we believe you'll know why...

Complete
Fountain
Service

SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR

•

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

SPORTS SHIRTS

More People Smoke Camels
than any other tigarette!

vr
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Bengals Meet Hurricanes In Grid Classic
SPORTSFACTS
IN
FOCUS
By DOC BAKER

BONER OF THE YEAR
If I were asked to pick the boner of the year in polls, I
would give my opinion without a second thought. It would
be the blundering, biased and worthless votes to select the
Southern Conference Coach of the Year.
Apparently, these supposed experts doomed Clemson
at the beginning of the year. No one, not a one of these
experts, gave the Tigers a ghost of a chance to have above
a mediocre team, much less go undefeated and receive bowl
invitations.
The team's record speaks for itself. Any normal being
would imagine the same think for Coach Howard. Any
normal being except the Conference experts. They selected
Mr. Barclay, Washington & Lee's coach, as the Southern
Conference coach of the year; "The Head" was third.
Quite obviously they are using any team's degree of success to cover their original prediction. They are devoid of
any quality other than selfishness, and the inability to recognize their mistakes.
The criticism is backed by a later poll to select the nation's outstanding coach. This poll wasn't conducted by
experts, it was by the coaches. They have the Clemson coach
listed as number eight in the nation.
The Orange Bowl officials didn't use any pre-season
ratings to pick their participants. They invited teams on
the merit of performance.
In both cases, the performances and accomplishments
were the ones for the past year, not on those ten years ago.
I also notice, the selectors had little or no regard for the advertised experts' opinion.
MORE ABOUT HOWARD
Not only is the Tiger mentor a capable coach and
athletic director, he is an agreeable person. Organizations throughout the eastern section of the nation seek
him as a speaker. Off the field, players, students and
individuals regard him with admiration, respect and a
feeling of friendliness.
Coach Howard has been at Clemson through the
thick and thin of athletic wars. He has seen the athletic association advance from one extreme to the other.
When he began his career, he repaired uniform jerseys
in his spare time. Through hard work and steady advancement, he has seen the team enjoy the modern facilities such as plane trips, game movies and many
other improvements.
In rny opinion, Coach Howard's record speaks for itself. It is impossible to buy a nickle's worth of goods for a
a penny, but when it comes to football, give the penny to
Howard. It won't be too long until he produces many nickles.
IPOAY'-S ORIGIN
Many students at Clemson belonging to IPOAY, (I pay
one a year) IPTAY'S little brother, have been wondering
how the organization got started.
It originated in the fourth barracks in 1947. That year
and the one preceding it were lean as far as football was concerned. There were no favorable comments regarding Coach
Howard.
Students, alumnae, and innocent by-standers
were howling for a new coach. I dare say the "Alabama
Giant" didn't have too many plans toward building a home.
A group of campus "wheels" met in the fourth barracks
for the purpose of ousting Howard. That wasn't a group
of hot-headed rabble-rousers, instead it had some rather liberal-minded students. One by one, they began projecting
bits of knowledge favorable to the coach and team. After a
couple of hours, many of them realized the situation had
some reasoning behind it. Clemson wasn't throwing away
games. About an hour later, the majority realized that the
students needed to support rather than demoralize the athletic department. An adjournment was called until another meeting could be held a few nights later. At this second meeting, all doubt concerning Coach Howard's abilities
were practically thrown aside. Plans were made to start a
movement on the order of IPTAY, but in a smaller manner.
Still, some of those present weren't satisfied. They wanted
an opportunity to talk things over with the big man. The
coach gladly consented to attend the next meeting.
The third meeting took place in the Block "C" room. No
punches were pulled. The chairman told the visiting coach
and players the history of the organization, including its
original purpose. John Moorer, captain of the football team,
expressed his views about the past two seasons.
When the blocking back finished, Coach Howard took
over. The questions really popped for about an hour. Those
campus politicians really had dug them out. I might add
that during the entire campaign, even through the most hotly contested isuses, there were no displays of mannerisms
or brash conduct. At the conclusion of this meeting, the
constitution was written and a membership drive started.
The next year, Clemson went undefeated and climaxed
the season in the Gator Bowl. The agitataed, unsatisfied
critics had to eat their own words. The undefeated season
wasn't entirely IPOAY's credit, but they were having lunch
while the howlers starved. They proved that organization
is better than a few stranded individuals. They proved the
true spirit of Clemson men.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR
This being the final issue of The Tiger until January
1951, the Sports Staff wishes everyone a Merry Christmas.
After that, let's all have a celebrating New Year's Day.

Haugk Proving
Valuable Asset
To Tiger Cagers
By Carrol Moore
One of the m?in nla^ers to
1
on this year's varsity basketball souad is tall. ran"y. Dov=>.
Haugk, whose one-handed push
shots and aggressive backboard
play have made him a nemisis to
his opponents and a joy to his
coaches.
Itoug s*"rted pte" !"><T basketball way back i:i 1944 when he
began hittirg the hoop for Dickinson High in Jersey City, and
has been at it ever since. He
graduated from high school in
1946 and soon afterwards entered the army.
This didn't stop his basketball
career, because he soon became
captain of the Fort Dix team and

Single-Wing And T Formation To Clash;
Two Teams Boast Big Lines; East Backs
The climax to a week of thrills and spectacles will
come on New Year's Day when the Tigers of Clemson meet
Miami's Hurricanes in the annual Orange Bowl football
game. A capacity crowd of 66,000 fans is expected for the
17th renewal of the classic.
Besides the splendor and pagentry of the pre-game and halftime . ceremonies, the stadium will
see two of the most colorful teams
in the nation clash in what could
be the most exciting ""me of the
day. Clemson. featuTinjg the bulllike rushes of Fred Cone, will
match their deceptive singlewing" style against Miami's tricky
T-formation, quarterbacked by
little Jack Hackett.
With the stage set, and the
scene laid in one of the nation's
top bowls, just about anything
could happen. Miami has come
up with perhaps the greatest team
in the school's history, and the
1950 Tigers certainly rate as one
of the best elevens to come out of
the Carolinas.
Led by 150-pound Hackett,
who specializes in bullet passes,
Miami will field a squad loaded with backfield talent. Left
halfback Frank Smith, the
team's leading scorer, will furnish the 'Canes with an excellent break-away runner.
Jim Dooley, who runs from the
right halfback spot, will be another hard runner to watch.
Perhaps the most versitile man
in the Miami backfield is Fullback Bob Scheidenbach. Bob
took over the quarterbacking job
when Hackett was hurt in midseason and did a remarkable jpb.
The New Jersey lad is also a
dangerous line smasher.
Up front, the defensive charge
will be led by Al Carapella, AllAmerica right tackle. Other outstanding linemen include Tom
Jelley, end, and Joe Lyden, tackle,
both of whom gained mention on
the Associated Press All-America
team.
*

lead his squad to second place in
the army tournament. He also
played center field on the Fort
Dix baseball outfit.
The black, curly-haired junior,
weighing 185 pounds and standing six feet, three and half inches,
looks solid as the Rock of Gilbralter and tall as the Washington Monument when he takes the
court.
He began playing with the
varsity his freshman year,
leading the squad with 230
points Last year he was named
to the All-State second team.
This mild-mannered textile engineering major said that not only
does he like the game of basketball, but tthat he enjoys playing
with the swell bunch of boys on
the Clemson team.

asketball Is Now
Leading Intramural
Sports Attraction
The intramural basketball program is now going full force. Mr.
Cooper, sports program director,
has scheduled court contests on
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays. Last Thursday found C-3
defeating B-4, 23-21. Simms, Satterfield, and Moxley led the losers; Kingsmore, Farnsworth, Connell and Gorse. were kingpins for
the winners. A-4 downed A-3 2912. Vite, Watt, and Hudson led
A-4; Fabian, Wyatt, and Elliot
pushed the losers; B-2 edged C-l
28 to 26. B-3. led by "Dangerous
Dan" DiMucci, beat C-4 29 to 26.
Thursday games were recorded
as follows: D-3 with Hanna, Rawl,
Smith, and Bracken defeated D-4
23 to 21. Band Company rolled
over A-l 39 to 27. Starring for
the winners were Maliney, White,
Gibson; standouts for the losers
were Stokes and Brown.
Last Monday (Dec. 11) B-l
sunk C-2 34 to 13. Bailey, Willis,
and Creighton led the B boys.
B-2 topped C-3 29 to 28 in a
thriller. Smith, Erskine, Reeves,
and Compton ran the B's offense.
Starring for C-3 were Richardson, Kingsmore and Farnsworth.
C-4 defeated Av-3 32 to 29. Culley
led the scoring column for the A's
followed by Elliot, Fabian, and
Feldman.
D-3 rolled over C-l
41 to 28. Leading D-3 were Morrow, Rawl, Hanna, and Smith.

Mel Allen To
Announce Orange
Bowl Over CBS
MIAMI, Dec. '—A good-sized
chunk of the world is going to
hear Clemson's Tigers battle Miami's Hurricanes in the 17th annual Orange Bowl grid classic, it
was assured today.
S. Grover Morrow, Orange
Bowl committee president, announced that the game will be
carried over the entire network
of the Columbia Broadcasting
System and further aired over
armed forces networks abroad.
Mel Allen and Connie Desmond will for second straight
year cover the game. Allen will
do the play-by-play. Desmond
will handle color. The broadcast will be produced by John
Derr, CBS sports director.

The, contest has the top air audience since it is the first bowl
game on the air and is immediately followed by' the Rose Bowl
game over the same network.
In addition to the game, there
will be four or five other CBS
broadcasts including interviews
with opposing coaches and the
King Orange Jamboree parade
the night of Dec. 30.
Allen will be winding up a
busy TV and radio football season. Desmond has been conducting CBS' Saturday afternoon football roundups.
Mel broke into the Sportscasting business by airing University of Alabama grid games
While Clemson has no defiin 1935-36. In 1935, at the age
nite star, Orange Bowl spectaof 22, he received his law detors will get to see the number
gree and joined the Alabama
one single-wing backfield of
faculty. After passing his bar
the nation in action. The top
exam, he was auditioned and
man of this backfield unit, Fred
joined CBS as a staff announCone, will be performing in his
cer.
final game for the Tigers. So
He convinced CBS officials he
the eyes of all Clemson support- had the makings of a sports aners will be on the top fullback nouncer when he ad libbed 45
In the Southern Conference as minutes while covering the Vanhe leads the charge to break up derbilt Cup auto races at Roosethe Hurricane.
velt Raceway from the air. The
Senior Ray Mathews will be grind was delayed by rain and
out to settle a score with former Allen kept gabbing until the race
teammate Jack Hackett (also finally was called off.
from McKeesport) and should be
at his best, having fully recovered from the rib injury he received
in the Wake Forest tilt.
Of course, the tailback position
will be taken of capably with
NEA All-America Jackie Calvert
and sophmore sensation Billy
Hair leading the way. Both boys
performed brilliantly during the
regular season and the passing
and running of i either or both
could turn the tide in Clemson's
favor.
Blocking for this glittering
array of backs will be big Dick
Hendley, the state's top blocker. _Wyndie Wyndham will relieve Hendley on defense and
the Moncks Corner linebacker
will be hard to block out. Also
backing up the line will be
hard-hitting Don Wade.
Clemson's speedy line will be
led by Dan DiMucci, pete Manos,
Dick Gillespie, and Jack Mooneyham on offense. The front line
defenders will be All-Southern
Bob Patton, Billy Grigsby, Sterling Smith, and Barclay Crawford.
So, now the stage is set, the
actors have been introduced, and.
on New Year's Day, the curtain
will rise on perhaps the most
colorful spectacle in the 17 year
history of Orange Bowl Festival.
The probable starting line-ups
for the 7th annual Orange Bowl
game:
POS CLEMSON
MIAMI
LE
Hudson
Jelley
LT
Patton
David
LG Manos
Lydne
C
Brunson
Mastellone
RG
DiMucci
Arcangeletti
RT
Grigsby
Carapella
RE
Smith
Fieler
QB
Hendley
Hackett
LH Calvert or Hair
Smith
RH
Mathews
Dooley
FB
Cone
Schneidenbach

Washcble
Gabardine
Sport* Shirts

Here's one sports shirt you'll
need for fall! It's Arrow's fine
washable gabardine with smart
saddle stitching on collar and
pockets. Several handsome solid
colors. Come in today for this
outstanding gports shirt value
by America'! outstanding shirt
maker I

G. H. Bailes

'

CURB

SERVICE

JflX'S
jOT SHOPpp:

STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Andersot

WE
THEM
challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test
PHILIP MORRIS

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1. . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff—DON'T INHALE—and
s-l-o-w-I-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn't it? And NOW...

Am. .. light up your present brand
Do exactly the same thing—DON'T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Other brands merely make claims—but PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . .
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!

ANDERSON, S. C.

A Fine Selection of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

CLEMSON JEWELERS

Anderson, S. C.
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sidelined, head Coach Andy tius
tafson needed a quarterback bad
and Schneidenbach responded to
the call with a better-than-average effort.
Smith's running mate at the
other half back, spot is Big Jim
Dooley, one of the few native Miamians on the Big Green roster.
Dooley came on the scene in
much the same manner as Schneidenbach, in tha* he replaced
Smith when Frank was forced to
sit out three games because of
his injury.
..
Dooley has also been a tou?h
man to stop. A speedster, Jim
is built along string-bean lines
and despite his slim frame, he
manages to give opposing linemen plenty of headaches. He
doubles on defense.
The last man in Gustofson's
"five man" backfield is another
pint-sized scooter, Philadelphia's
Harry Mallios. Mallios, only 5'9"
and 180 pounds, also did a fill-in
job when Shneidenback moved up
to the quarterback spot, thereby
vacating the fullback position.
Mallios has done remarkably well
as a line smasher; he managed to
wind up second to Smith in .
ing with six TDs and 36 pointr
Smith was Miami's best with 60
points, all of them coming via
six-pointers.
Besides ' this speedy array of
backs, Miami also boasts a b "
and equally as speedy line. On
offense it's Ray Arcangeletti, a
Scranton, Pa., guard who opens
the holes for the baoks to go
ripping through. On defense the
big guns— in addition to All-

ONLY
<- n5«"5

Owned and operated by
Mrs. Clyde Campbell
Highway 29

It was In the Pitt game that I
Miami lost it's best scorer, halfback Frank Smith, and on the
following weekend against
Georgetown in the Bowl, ace
quarterback "Mighty Mouse" Jack
Hackett suffered a shoulder separation and was lost to Miami for
the remainder of the season.
Smith managed to come back
against Louisville, but he received
the same type injury as Hackett
in this one—a shoulder separation.
Smith returned to action against
Missouri and showed up well and
Hackett, a 5'8", 150-pound bullet type passer will be ready
when the Tigers and Hurricanes
take the field January 1.
Another "first" was added to
the greatest year in Miami history
this month when Al Carapella, 210
pound senior tackle was named
to the Associated Press All-American team. Carapella will be the
man to watch on defense some
Bowl game day, since the big
New York stater (he and halfback
Smith are from the same town—
Tuckahoe, N. Y.) has a reputation
for spending a lot of time in Hurricane opponents' backfields.
In the event that Hackett
has trouble working out of the
quarterback spot after two
months layoff, the McKeesport,
Pa., mighty mite will have a
sapable replacement in Bob
Schneidenbach, the Newark, N.
J., boy wso took over against
Miami's traditional foe, Florida
and directed the team through
it's last three victories.
Scheidenbach began the season
at fullback, but when Hackett was

"GABANARO"

Cold Drinks — Beverages

Try For Yourself

MIAMI, FLA.—The greatest football squad in the brief
25-year history of the University of Miami will be at full
strength when it takes on Clemson's Tigers New Year's
Day in the Orange Bowl game for the first time since Oct.
~8, when the Hurricanes whipped Pitt's Panthers.

American Carapella—are guard
Joe Lyden, an Ohian who gained
honorable mention on AP's AllAmerican and Sam David, a
Hollywod, Fla., resident, who
joins with Carapella from the left
tackle spot in breaking up play.
The Hurricanes boast two of
the biggest ends in the nation
in Tom Jelley, G'5", and cocaptain
Ralph Fieler,
6'6".
Jelley also gained mention to
AP's "dream squad."
On the defensive side end Leo
Martin has been the big gun. He,
too gained honorable mention to
the All-American squad and is
another of the 16 Pennsylvanians
on the Miami roster. Leo haili
from Pittsburgh.
Co-captain Pete Mastellone of
Hillside, N. J;, backs up, Miami's
line on defense and he is practically immovable. A senior, Pete
is a converted fullback (to center) and in the Missouri game he
switched to fullback—-a la Notre
Dame's Leon Hart—for four plays
and carried for 11 yards, proof
that Pete can still run the ball as
Well as eerier it.
The • Hurricanes are loaded in
(Carf-nea on Page 6)

Arrow

America's Finest Watches
HAMILTONS and ELGINS
BEAUTIFUL PENDANT SETS
by
Carl Arts, Sun Line and Van Dell
CAMEOS, PEARLS, BRACELETS, CIGARETTE CASES
AND LIGHTERS

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO
SERVE THE BEST.

By JACK WILLIAMS
Sports Editor, The Miami Hurricane

Golfing or Loafing . ..

For the Complete Family

BAR-B-Q GRILL

Miami Writer Reviews
Team's Record And Stars

The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler
Across From 5*10

Clemson

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE fJVIOKING PLEASURE!
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Tiger Quintet To Face Three Foes Before Christmas
Bengals Open Home Season With Georgia;
Dedicate Recreation Center's New Court

Predictors Select
Winners Of Bowls

Clemson's victory-hungry hardwood men will face
three opponents before they take their Christmas holidays.
Two of the games are regular scheduled contests with the
other an off-season affair inaugurating Anderson's new
Recreation Center court.

Bv DOC BAKER AND HAROLD OWEN
Though everybody around here seems to be interested
in only one bowl game, that one being the affair that offers
the biggest spectacle, festivities, and pageantry as well as
the best team in the country (not Miami), the Orange Bowl,
we thought we might dust off the lucky charms for the last
time (we promise) and pick the winners come January 1.
Let's begin with the only one
that counts, way down on the tip
of the peninsula.
The Tigers
have never lost a bowl game, and
they won't lost this one.
The
other team (who ever they are)
have a pretty good outfit, but not
MIAMI, Dec. 14—The 17th angood enough to stop the deadly nual Orange Bowl football game
"dozen moins un."
New Year's Day between the
OUT" hearts says Clemson 70, University of Miami's Hurricanes
Miami. 0: but for the record let's and Clemson College's Tigers is
say the Tigers will come out on not the only magnet that will
top by a 28-13 count.
draw more than 100,000 early
winter visitors to South Florida
On with the others:
earlier than usual this year.
Rose Bowl—California over MiS. Grover
Morrow,
Orange
chigan. We feel that the lean Bowl committee president said
years are leaving the Far West today that inquiries received from
and this will be the year that the all sections of the country indiWest proves that they still grow cate that many First-Time-Florida
men. The Wolverines thrice-beat- visitors are gaing to take in the
en squad won't have the power entire Orange Bowl Festival proto stop the attack of the Golden gram Dec. 25 through Jan. 2.
Bears and will drop in defeat, 21"Dyed in the wool grid fans by
7- .
thousands are coming, in time to
Cotton Bowl—Texas over Ten- start their post season pigskin holnessee. This one could turn out iday fare with the Mahi Shrine
to be the game with all the touch- North-South College All Star
downs. The Longhorns have all game Dec. 25 in addition to the
the scoring punch they need and Orange Bowl classic," he said.

Half-Time Program
Attracts Thousands
MIAMI, Dec. 14 — Confronted
with the perennial challenge of
coming up with a better spectacle
than the past year's, Miami's
Orange Bowl committee today
promised the most colossal extravaganza in it's 17-year history.
Next to the Rose Bowl, the oldest New Year's Day grid classic
in the country, the game pretty
well takes
care of itself
on
crowds and teams. Clemson College Tigers and the University of
Miami's Hurricanes are the grid
fare Jan. 1.

Orange Bowl Offers
Week Of Festivities

Tennessee will have to cross the
double stripes a few times themselves to keep in the game. Even
With the greatest effort from the
ifols, Texas will come out unscared carrying a 34-14 victory.

Fabulous Miami Beach Is
the lure of thousands who will
bring golf clubs, fishing tackle,
tennis
rackets—arid
bathing
suits—with them.
Even the
army of working press and
radio correspondents who'll
cover the game will get in some
golf with their own Orange
Bowl tournament.

Sugar Bowl—Kentucky ever
Oklahoma. So ends the longest
victory streak in collegiate his'ory. Vito and cohorts will put
the veto on Sooners touchdowns
Numerous parents will accomwhile they rack up a few of their pany sons and daughters who will
own. The Sooners will put up compete in the fourth annual inquite a fight before losing, 21-14. ternational Orange Bowl junior
tournament
at
Miami
Gator Bowl—Washington and tennis
Lee over Wyoming. Though the Beach during the Christmas holiGenerals didn't play too stiff a day vacations, Dec. 26 through 31.
Horse and greyhound racing, in
schedule in copping the Southern
crown, they still have a fine team. addition to jai alai, with the only
The Mountain State champions fronton in the United States, will
didn't play too many world beat- provide other special thrills for
ers either, therefore we think that many.
The University of Miami basquarterback Gil Bocetti will pass
ketball team will play Dartmouth
his team to a 19-6 conquest.
Dec. 27 and Yale two nights later
Salad Bowl—Arizona State over at the Coral Gables Coliseum.
Miami of Ohio. Though they repDeep sea and fresh water
resent a small school, the Arizona
fishing will attract countless
boys, who were among the top in
other winter vacationeers on
total offense, will be able to take
the Miamians, who finished with South Florida's lush gold coast.
a mediocre record, for a 20-6 vic- Many will compete in the Mettory.
ropolitan Miami Fishing Tournament. .
Pineapple Bowl—Hawaii over
Denver. This one is hard to pick,
The King Orange Jamboree Pabut we like the name Hawaii. rade Dec. 30 which last year drew
The score: Hawaii,- 14; Denver, 6. an attendance of nearly 500,000
Pythian Bowl—West Liberty annually
attracts
increasingly
State vs. Appalachian. Your guess larger crowds with thousands of
is as good as ours.
■ '
"repeaters" from past years.

The box office headache is
turning
away
disappointed
Miami area fans. Preference for
reservations
goes to out of
town fans, a policy since the
game's inception.

Miami's Orange Bowl, where Clemson's Tigers will batle the Univ ersity of Miami Hurricane in the 17th annual New Year's grid classic.

New Football Shoe To
Reduce Gridiron Injuries
the players themselves can look
By Harold Owen
for fewer injuries due to occupaFootball fans can look for fasttional hazards.
er games in the near future, and
The reason? McGregor Goldsmith, Inc., athletic equipment
manufacturers, have announced
the most radical improvement in
football shoes in the last 25 years,
the ring cleat.
The cleat gets it name from the
ring which is placed on the sole
of the shoe beneath the ball of
the foot.. An additional cleat of
circular arc is placed on both
toe and the heel of the shoe.
The new ; cleat is a definite
improvement over the type now
in comon use, seven conical
cleats.
These
deaths
give
equal or more traction than the
conical cleats and will insure
the player of better getaway,
greater maneuverability, and
surer stops.

center of the ring cleat. This engineering principle provides an
axis of rotation through the ball
of the foot.
The conical cleats have a tendency to become clogged with
mud, thus reducing traction, but
the ring type is so designed to
eliminate this difficulty by
forcing the mud to the center of
the ring which causes the clods
to buckle outward when the
pressure on the foot is released.
Constructed of light aluminum
alloy, the cleats are effective under all types of playing conditions
and since they have no sharp
edges, they are safer to the other
players. Blisters are practically
non-existant.
Also the star halfback will be
able to stay in the game longer
because the new cleats will conserve his energy by reducing the
vertical motion of his body.

Frosh Basketball
Team To Play First
Game Monday Night
Coach "Rock" Norman has really had his hands full for the past
two weeks in trying to thin down
the freshman basketball players
to a more suitable working squad.
Approximately one hundred
boys turned out for practice the
first week and Coach Norman
stated that following the Christmas holidaySxhe plans to cut the
squad again."
The frosh basketball team will
get their first taste of competition when they meet Parker High
in a preliminary game at 6:15
Monday night in the Clemson
Field House. The varsity game
with the University of Georgia
will follow the freshman encounter.

1
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Sprained
ankles, hips, and
knees could become a thing of the
past with these new cleats since
they enable the player to pivot in
a rotational direction relieving
the strain on these vitaf parts.
The toe and heel cleats also
assist in sudden maneuvers, since
both cleats are arc-shaped, with
the center of curvature at the
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Enjoy your cigarette! Enjoy truly -fine toW<o
that combines botK perfect mildness and rich
taste in one great: cigarette - Lucky Strike!
Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So. enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky!

L.&/M. FT- Uuty Strike
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"After all, the Orange Bowl
Festival was developed with the
principal objective of bringing
winter visitors to South Florida
earlier than Feb. 1, which years
ago was South Florida's opening
date," said S.. Grover Morrow,
Orange Bowl committee president.
He pointed out that a survey
two years ago revealed some 40
percent of persons attending the
Orange Bowl game came to see
the dazzling half-time show with
a cast including more than 3,000
marching bandsmen, strutting majorettes, bevies of. pretty girls.
To accommodate this 40 percent,
and thousands of others, the committee has worked out a happy
solution. The King Orange Jamboree parade New Year's Eve
and the 'tween halves now' will
be reenacted in entirety the night
after the Orange Bowl game,
along with a spectacular fireworks
display.
The repeat performance was a
sellout for the first time in 1950.
More than a half.million spectators saw the last New Year's
Eve parade.

me
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Tonight, the Tigers are in
Athens, Georgia for a go with
the Georgia Bulldogs.
At this
time, little is known about the
Cracker quintet. However, their
nigh-scoring center, Bob Schloss.
is returning.
The pivot man was outstanding
last ,year, using his six feet, nine
inches to a goocl advantage. The
Bengals anticipate much trouble
from him under the basket
Upon returning, the Tigers
travel to Anderson Saturday night
for a game with Abney Mills "A"
team. This is the dedicatory
game for the new Recreation Center floor. The floors are hardwood and the bleachers are the
telescopic type. In a preliminar;.
game, Abhey's crack girls will
unlimber against a foe which had
not been announced at press time.
The textile team has three Erabier boys on its squad, Ezra, Jimmy and Tough. All in all, an exciting contest is anticipated a i
both teams gain additional experience in the young season.
Monday, December
18, thr
Tigers open their home season i; *
a return battle with Georgk.
Barring injuries, the Clemsonian :
should be up to full strengt
when they engage the Bulldof i
for a second time.
This game v/ill have its unvei'
ing incentive also. It marks th
first game to be played since th.
new glass back-boards have been
installed.
Ronnie Richardson, regular center on the varsity five has bee .
out for the season except for i\
brief appearance in the Presby
fcrian game. However, his ii
jury shouldn't hamper his pi a.
ing unless it is aggravated furthe .
. John Snee, 6'0 guard, serve !
notice that he will be in for son :
scoring honors
by
tossing :
points against the Blue Hoseme: .
ARMY OF TOOTERS
MIAMI, Dec. 14—Nearly 3,0f
seats are reserved for bandsmc
of both sexes who play in tl
half-time extravaganza at tl
Orange Bowl game New Year
Day.

1
i
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The TIGER—"He Itaai* for Clwnson A & M"

These Teams From Clemson Will See Action In The Orange Bowl New Year's Day

m

Pictured above are the members of the Tiger's offensive team which will be ready to go against Miami on New Year's Day. They
are: ends, Glenn Smith and Bob Hudson, tackles, Jack Mooneyhan and Dick Gillespie, guards, Dan DiMucci and Pete Manos, and
center, Jack Brunson. In the backfield are wingback, Ray Mathews, blocking back, Dick Hendley, fullback Fred Cone, and tailback, Jackie Calvert.

The Tiger's alert defensive team is shown above as It will appear against Miami in the Orange Bowl. They are: ends, Dreher Gaskins and Jim Calvert, tackles, Bernie Graham and Bob Patton, and guards, Sterling Smith and Barclay Crawford. The linebackers
are: Don Wade and Wyndie Wyndham. At halfbacks are Gil Rushton and "Knobby" Knoebel, and the safety man is Pete Cook.

Presbyterians Defeat Tigs For Third Setback 78-76
Chesterfield Sponsors
Bowl Pickin' Contest

Snee Shoots 25 Points In Tiger Loss;
Blewett, Hill Pace P. C; Haugk Stars

This will be the last contest on football this year, but
Clemson's- ill-fated basketball quintet dropped its third
after the holidays, there will be a basketball contest every basketball game of the season to a fast-moving Presbyteweek in The Tiger. It will be somwhat similar to the rian outfit, 78-76, last Saturday night in the Blue Hose
football contests.
home territory.
Though the Tigers led 48-44 at
On the bowl game, participants have to pick the winner by scratching the loser. On the Orange Bowl only, the half, P. C. closed the gap in
give the score. The wiuuer will be chosen on the basis of the fading minutes and went on
(Continued from Page 4)
choosing all correctly on the regular bowls, and also, the to win. The Tigers jumped to a
4-0 lead in the first four minu- backfield reserves and can call
nearest score in the Orange Bowl.
uates, but PC enjoyed the wid- on eight to ten other backs to
Turn in your entries to Charles R. McCreight, room 18, est margin of the game, 21-14, take over in the event Messrs.
Smith, Dooley, Hackett, SchneiY. M. C. A., before the holidays begin.
midway of the first half.
denbach, or Mallios are injured
Sam Putman won the carton of Chesterfields in the last
John Snee and Doug Haugk and forced out of action.
This will be Miami's third
contest.
were the big guns to the losing
Orange Bowl appearance. They
cause,
sinking
25
aBd
20
points
ORANGE BOWL
lost to Bucknell, 35-0 in the
respectively before fouling out
Clemson
Miami late In the game. The Clemson
first Orange Bowl Game in
1935, and triumphed 13-6, over
ROSE BOWL
team had 33 fouls called on
Holy Cross in the 1946 Bowl
them
during
the
fray
with
California
Michigan
game when Hurricane back Al
Presbyterian gaining 26 points
COTTON BOWL
Hudson intercepted a Crusader
through this charity.
pass as the final whistle was
Texas
Tennessee
PC's center, K. Hill, led his being blown and raced 89 yards,
SUGAR BOWL
team with 18 tallies. This was non stop to the game winning
_ Kentucky Clinton's squad's third victory ov- TD.
Oklahoma
er a Southern Conference foe,
In 1945 the Hurricanes had
GATOR BOWL
having beaten Furman twice pre- their previously best season when
Washington & Lee viously.
Wyoming
they won nine, tied one and lost

Miami. Writer

Undefeated Bengals
Capture Slate Grid
Crown; Wollord Next
The
Clemson
Tigers
with
visions of oranges dancing in
their big robust heads captured
the state's football crown after
beating Auburn 41-0 to finish the
season undefeated but once tied.
The other South Carolina teams
had tough luck.
Furman was
mauled by Georgia and Wake

C L A S S I F IED
POSITION OPEN for experienced secretary to manager
of
modern rayon weaving plant. Experience in secretarial work connected with textiles desirable but
not essential. Qualifications: High
school graduate or better proficient in shorthand, typing and filing, ability to handle routine business of manager's office. Apply
•in person or call personnel office, Gerrish-Milliken Mills, Pendie ton. '
,

Forest bested South Carolina 14-7.
Clemson and their state coach
of the year, Frank Howard,
have only a tie with South Carlina to mar their record. They
have smothered all other opposition except Wake Forest,
whom they decisioned 13 to 12.
Wofford finished with the next
best over-all record and seized
the Little Four crown. Newberry
was the hard luck team of the
state loop, winning but one in ten
starts with mostly freshman and
sophomores players under their
new coach Tuck McConnell.
The other squads came through
about as expected. They won a
few they weren't supposed to and
dropped some they shouldn't have.
All Games Played W L T Pet
Clemson
.
.944
Wofford .:„ .
.750
Presbyterian .
.500
S. Carolina __
.444
The Citadel .
.400
Erskine
.400
Furman
.227
Newberry —
.100

Clemson
Townsend, f — Haugk, f __
McGraw, c — _
Richardson, c —
Snee, g
Neel, g
Spender, g
Hicks, g
Moorer, g
Total's
Presbyterian
Groninger, c
Hawkins, i
Carter, f
K. Hill, c _
Nye, g —
Blewett, g
Skinner, g —
F. Hill

.

Fg Ft Pf Tp one, but this season's unbeaten
.114
3 eleven—the first such kind in
20 Miami history—tops them all.
...9
A review of the season's record
9
___3
3 shows us that the 'Canes dumped
..1
25 The Citadel 2-0 in their home
.10
0 opener in the Orange Bowl. Villa...0
9 nova visited the following Friday
...4
7 night and Miami, slowed down by
...2
0 a muddy turf all night, edged the
_0
Pennsylvanians, 18-12.
The following week came the
..30 16 33 76
visit to Ivafayette, Ind., and the
Fg Ft Pf Tp 20-14 upset win over Purdue. The
.4 3 5 11 Hurricanes
returned
to. the
.4 1
Orange Bowl the following week
and thumped Boston U., 34-7.

Totals
26 26 22 78
Half time score: Clemson, 48;
Presbyterian, 44.
Free throws missed: McGraw
4, Townsend 3, Haugk,
Hicks,
Nye 6, Hawkins, 4, Carter 4,
Skinner 3, Blewett 2, K. Hill, F.
Hill.

FOR HIM—Pajamas, Hose, White Shirts, Bath Robes

Off on their second road trip
of the year the Hurricanes outclassed Pitt's Panthers, 28-0,
as QB Hackett showed magnificently before the home folks.
Back home the following Friday night, the 'Canes drove
Georgetown into submission,
42-7, and the following Friday
night a crippled Miami eleven
staggered to the 13-13 tie with
Louisville that all Miami fans
would like to forget.
The Gusmen came off the floor
the next week to take traditional
rival Florida, 20-14, and finished
strongly in the Bowl the next two
Friday nights, Iowa succumbing,
14-6 and Missouri, 27-9.
So the best team ever here,
readies itself for the invading
Tigers confident that it can finish
one year and start another in the
manner it has been accustomed to
—unbeaten.

Minor (Club Plans
For Water Ballet
The Minor "C" Club met in the
guest room to complete plans for
the movie they were sponsoring.
Further discussion was held on
the possibility of having a water
ballet team from Winthrop give a
performance at Clemson. No definite announcement was made at
the time.
The Minor "C" Club is composed of lettermen who compete
on Clemson's . smaller athletic
teams. At present, the rifle,
swimming, tennis, and golf teams
along with the cheerleaders comprise the organization.

Patronize

SAM'S LUNCH
Greenville, S. C.
Clemson Students Always Welcome

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
Greenville

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

AND FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR

AMERICAS

Southern
Pen Shop
Cigarette Lighter Repairs
122 N. Main

Greenville

CLEMSON
TH EATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

FOR HER—Jewelry, Kerchiefs, Clemson Pets

HOKE SLOAN—Clemson, S. C.
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

—at—

MAYFAIR £ R I L L

* * *

Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

South's leading
clothiers for

207 N. Main St.
Greenville

*

*

DECEMBER 18, 19, 20

Have a Steak

'King Solomon's
Mines'

at Kluttz's

KLUTTZ'S STEAK HOUSE
CLEMSON, S. C.

IN ALL THE THINGS YOU WAN?!
NFW Longer' lower' wider fcjriAf Luxurious Modern
«■« big-car look!
NEW Mode interiors!
kiriir Strikingly smarter
Fisher Body styling!

MEIAI Glare-Proof Safety-Sight
instrument panel!

Jumbo-Drum brakes MEIAf Improved, easier
llEww Center-Point steering!

NEW — largest in field!

Come in . . . see this big,
beautiful, finely balanced
Chevrolet for 1951 . ... refreshingly new in all the
things you want, yet thoroughly proved in every phase
and feature . . . and you'll
agree it's America's largest
and finest low-priced car.
Come in and see it at your
earliest convenience!

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

*

Year with a bang.

college men.

DAVENPORT'S

LATE SHOW
SATURDAY, DEC. 16

'House on 92nd
Street'
Start the New

One of the

American Guerilla
in the Philippines
with
Tyronne Power

Clemson men are always
welcome at

Davenport's

DECEMBER 15-16

with
Deborah Kerr
Stewart Granger

¥
f

TIME-PROVED

POWER C/Uvk

Automatic Transmission sm^t^tm^mmmt^m^^^^mma^

—proved by over a billion miles of performance In
the hands of hundreds of thousands of owners.

CHEVROLET

Optional on De luxe models at %xtra cost.

* * *
DECEMBER 21

Crisis

See it at your local Chevrolet dealer's

>

